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INTRODUCTION 
Let (V, ( , )) be a finite dimensional vector space over a field K, 
dim V= 2k, with a bilinear non-degenerate antisymmetric form ( , ), defined 
over V, and let Q(V) be the symplectic group given by ( , ). 
Sp( V) acts naturally on the direct sum W = V 0 .. 0 V n-times. Let be 
the variety of unstable points of W with respect to the action of Sp(V), that 
is, the variety of n-tuples of “isotropic” vectors, i.e., of vectors u,, v2,..., u, 
spanning an isotropic vector space. 
One can think of such variety as the one of matrices X = (Xlm), 
I= 1 2k, m = 1 n such that X’JX = 0, where J is the following 2k x 2k 
matrix 
J= 
The group G = Sp( V) x G&n) acts on M: if (A, B) E Q(V) x cl(n), 
XE M, the action is AXB-‘; therefore G acts on the coordinate ring of M; 
call it A. 
Such action of G on A has many of the properties of the natural action of 
the group Cl(n) x Cl(m) on the coordinate ring K[{Xij}], 1 <i < n, 
I <j < m, of the afftne space M,,, of n X m matrices (i.e., the polynomial 
ring in n x m variables over K). As a matter of fact, in characteristic 0, A 
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decomposes into irreducible components with respect to G, and each 
irreducible component in such decomposition appears with multiplicity one. 
Moreover, the theory of double standard tableaux has a convenient 
generalization for A, which in characteristic 0 implies a generalized Cauchy 
formula, clearly analogous with the classical one, [ 3 J. 
Such results relative to the symplectic standard basis have already been 
useful to extend to arbitrary characteristic a classical result due to Weyl [S] 
involving the algebra of endomorphisms of the space of traceless tensors, 
which commute with the symplectic group [5]. 
In order to complete the picture, in this paper we obtain for the G- 
invariant ideals of A the same results obtained for the 
G/(n) x G/(m)--invariant ideals in the coordinate ring K[ {X,i) 1 described in 
12). Precisely, in Section 1, we consider the variety A4 of n-tuples of isotropic 
vectors under the described action and we give a description of the geometry 
of such action, that is, complete information about the orbits. In Section 2 
we recall the basic tools about symplectic standard tableaux, necessary to 
attack our generalization problem, with particular care toward the known 
facts about representation theory and the generalized Cauchy formula in the 
symplectic case. 
Section 3 is dedicated to the description of the G-invariant ideals, 
Section 4 to primary ideals and the primary decomposition, that is, the 
arithmetic of G-invariant ideals. 
Sections 5 and 6 are concerned with products of determinantal ideals and 
symbolic powers. Finaly in Section 7 we study problems of integral closure. 
Here we only need to recall that in general a Young diagram u with k 
rows is a non-increasing sequence of positive integers cr, > u1 > “. > ok. 
One can think of (T as a sequence of (left-justified) rows of boxes of length 
01 5 (32,*.- thus 
a=(6,4, 1)= 
If== 
The dual diagram a’ is defined by reflecting u in the diagonal which starts 
from the upper left corner; d,i is the length of the jth column of u or, more 
formally, the number of 6, rhat are >j. For any diagram u, we set 
The set of diagrams can be given a natural partial ordering saying that u 
contains r, written u 2 r, if ui > ri fr each i. 
Morever, we say that u is greater or equal to r, written u > r, if 
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y,(a) > ~~(5) for all k. Finally, the product of a diagram cr with k rows and a 
diagram r with 1 rows is the diagram of k + I rows, whose rows are the rows 
of u together with the rows of r, arranged in decreasing order. 
Such diagrams are associated with monomials of minors and with 
representations of the genera1 linear group. Finally we wish to mention 
another generalization of the work [2], given by Abeasis and Del Fra [ 11: in 
their case the ideals considered are those of Pfaffrans. 
1. THE GEOMETRY OF THE ACTION OF G 
Let us first recall some facts proved in 131. 
If the vector space V is given a symplectic basis 
(e ,,..‘,ek,Pk,...,P,) 
with (ei , ej) = bi, yj) = 0, (ei, pj) = -bj, ei) = r$, as we pointed out in the 
Introduction, we can think of the variety M of nth-pies of isotropic vectors 
as the variety of matrices X = (Xlm), I = l,..., 2k, m = l,..., it, such that 
xtJ,x = 0, 
where J, is the following 2k x 2k matrix 
Such variety is [4] the variety of nullforms woth respect o the action of 
the symplectic group Sp(V) on n copies of he standard representation. 
As usual, let us write the function whose value on each X E M is the 
determinant of the minor of X of rows (il < ..’ < i,) and columns 
(j, < ... <jJ s < min(k, n) (if s > n t 1, such a function is obviously 0 on 
M) in the following way: 
Suppose 
(i, “. i, ( j, “. j,). 
1 < i, < ... < it < k, 
k < it+, < ‘.’ < i, < 2k. 
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Then to the set (i, ..’ i,) we may associate the following two sets I and .I: 
I = (i, ” i,), J=(2k-i,,, + 1 .‘. 2k-i, + 1). 
Take r= 2 ~7 J and suppose that there exists in ( 1 .. k} - I U J a 
sequence /1 such that /1 > r (meaning that if /i = (A, < ‘.’ < 2,) and 
r= (v, < ‘.’ < v,), then A, > y ,,..., A,. > y,, 
Let us suppose also that /i is the minimal one among such sequences. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If this is the situation, (i, ... i,) is called “admissible.” 
Now take T= I - r and J= J - r and consider 
I 
A-f 
Then let 
A uJ= (2k+ 1 -h,+, > ‘.. > 2k + 1 -h,& 
A u r’= (I] ” 1,) 
and take the two sequences 
i, ‘.’ i,h,+, “‘h,, 
1, ‘.’ I,&+, ‘.’ i,. 
We can write the minor 
(i, i, 1 j, ‘. j,) 
in the following way: 
t*> 
where 
i, < .‘. < i, <h,+, < “. <h,, 
I,<.~~<I,<i,,, <.“<i,, 
j, < “. <j, and i, < 1, ,..., i, < 11, 
h,,, <I,+, “’ h, < i,. 
A product of objects of type (*) can be displayed as the following 
“symplectic” tableaux: 
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(**I 
where j,, < ‘.. < j,,, etc. 
Such a symplectic tableau is called “standard” if s, > s2 > ‘. and 
h,f<L+l,,, j,,<j,+,., and Lfl Gh,,,,. 
In (3 1 it is shown that 
THEOREM 1.2. The symplectic standard tableaux of type (**) form a 
basis for the algebra K[M] coordinate ring of the variety M. 
Now take the variety M and the action of G = Sp(V) X cl(n). 
The geometry of the action is very simple. As a matter of fact, let us see 
what are the orbits of the variety M with respect to such action. For this 
purpose, we note that the rank of a matrix X such that X’JX= 0 cannot be 
greater than min(k, n). 
This because the dimension of the space spanned by the isotropic vectors 
can be at most equal to half the dimension of the space V, which is 2k, 
otherwise the symplectic form ( , ) would be degenerate. Such a matrix X 
can be thought of as a linear tranformation which goes from a space V” to a 
symplectic space VZk, as soon as we have properly chosen a basis in V” and 
a symplectic basis in V2’ in such a way that V” is a isotropic space. 
So acting with G means to change basis in V” and symplectic basis in VZk. 
Under such action, the matrix X can be put in the form 
x= z 0‘ 
( 1 0 0’ 
where I is the identity matrix of rank equal to the rank of X, that, is, 1. 
This can be done in the following way: choose in V”, instead of the given 
basis, a basis formed by the vector e, e, , where e,, , e, form a basis in 
Ker X, and in V,, take any symplectic basis, such that the first 1 vectors are 
images in X of e, e,. 
Two matrices of type X belong to the same orbit if and only if they have 
the same rank. It follows that any G-invariant subvariety of the variety M is 
the variety V,,, of matrices of rank <h, for a given h. But such varieties are 
irreducible, because Sp x Gl is connected and the closure of an orbit of a 
connected group is irreducible. 
Now, in [ 3 1 it is shown that 
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THEOREM 1.3. In the coordinate ring A of M, any minor can be 
expressed as a linear combination of admissible minors of the same size and 
involving the same columns. 
So it is clear that the ideal I,, generated by the minors of order h is equal 
to the ideal I,, generated by the admissible minors of order h. 
On the other hand, if A, is the coordinate ring of the subvariety V, of 
matrices of rank ,<h, the following result from [3 1, 
THEOREM 1.4. A,, = A/r,,+, , where &, , is the ideal generated by the 
admissible minors of order h + 1. Further A,, has a basis over K given by the 
standard symplectic tableaux whose first row has length <h. 
Guarantees finally that the ideal I, is the ideal of the variety V,, therefore 
it is a prime ideal. Thus we obtained complete information on the nature of 
the orbits and the prime G-invariant ideals. 
2. REPRESENTATION THEORY AND THE 
CAUCHY FORMULA IN THE SYMPLECTIC CASE 
We need to recall some more facts from 131. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A symplectic tableaux T is called: 
(i) right canonical, if it has only i’s in its right ith column, i.e., it is 
of the form 
i 
1 2 3 ... k, 
anything 1 2 3 ... k, 
1 2 3 .,. k, 
(ii) left-canonical, if it is of the form 
(iii) canonical, if it is both right and left canonical. 
Furthermore, we say that T is 
(iv) right-anticanonical, if it is of the form 
m-u,+ 1 ... m 
m-ua,+ 1 ‘.. m 
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(v) left-anticanonical, if it is of the form 
2k .‘. 2k - crI + 1 
2k ..’ 2k-a,+ 1 
2k “. 2k-o,+ 1 anything 
2k ‘.’ 2k-o,+ 1 
i 
(vi) anti-canonical, if it is both right and left anticanonical. 
In (31 it is shown that the symplectic standard tableaux are linearly 
independent in A if and only if the right canonical symplectic standard 
tableaux are. By using this fact, 1.2 is also obtained. 
Such basis for the coordinate ring A of A4 is a generalization of the one of 
Doubilet et al. in [6]. 
Finally let us recall the Cauchy formula described in [3]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let B be a fixed Bore1 subgroup in Sp(k) and let 
W, ‘.. wk be the fundamental weights with respect o B. 
Then for any Young diagram u = (k, > ... 2 k,), k, <k, we define the 
symplectic Specht module A, = @(Sp(k)/B, LX), where L, is the line bundle 
on Sp(k)/B associated to the weight x = a, W, + + ak wk (ai = # of rows 
in u of length i). 
Given (T = k, .. k,, one can define the sequence, pi(u) = cj= I kj. Using 
this sequence we know that one can give a partial ordering on Young 
diagrams by putting r > u if pi(Z) >/Ii(U) for all i's (put Bi(U) =/3,(o), if 
i > t). 
If n is arbitrary, in 13) it is shown that 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a symplectic tableau and let u be its shape. 
Suppose T = C ai Ti, with Ti standard. 
Let ui be the diagram associated to Ti. Then ui > u. 
Now let A, be the submodule of A spanned by the tableaux of shape u. A, 
is G-invariant, and by Lemma 2.3 it follows that A, has a basis formed by 
the symplectic standard tableaux whose shape is >a. 
Thus A, c A, tf and only tf r > u and A is filtered by the A,‘s. Call this 
the canonical filtration of A. 
Let A; = C,?=A,. 
The following theorem is the analogous for A of the generalized Cauchy 
formula in [2]. 
THEOREM 2.4. A,/A:, z M,, where M, = A, @ OL as a G-module, ~ L 
being the usual Specht module of the partition u in 121. 
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In particular, if K is a field of characteristic 0, 
M, is an irreducible G-module and A = 0, M,, where a runs over all 
diagrams whosefirst row is <min(k, n), including the empty diagram. 
Remarks. (1) Such theorem implies that in characteristic 0 each 
irreducible G-module appearing as a G-submodule of A appears with 
multiplicity 1. 
(2) The same theorem sets a canonical l-1 correspondence between the 
symplectic Specht modules II, and the usual Specht modules. 
In characteristic 0 and when n = k, this gives a l-1 correspondence 
between the irreducible representations of Sp(k) and the irreducible 
polynomial representations of Gl(k). 
3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF G-INVARIANT IDEALS 
Let K in this section be a field of characteristic 0. Assume M, c A is the 
irreducible submodule defined in Theorem 2.4 and let I, be the ideal 
generated by M,. From 2.4 it follows that I, is the minimal G-invariant 
ideal containing the canonical double symplectic tableau of shape a, Z?,, and 
that any G-invariant ideal is a sum of ideals of the form Z,. Naturlly I, must 
be the direct sum of certain modules M,, since these are non-isomorphic and 
irreducible. 
The following theorem described them. 
THEOREM 3.1. I,= C,,M,. 
ProoJ We first show that Z, 1 M,, if r 2 a. By induction we reduce 
ourselves to the case in which r is adjacent o a, this meaning [2] that r is 
obtained by adding a box to a in an inner corner. 
It is sufficient to prove that i?, E I,,. 
. . . 2 1 1 2 al 
1 2 “’ 02 
.:. 2 1 1 2 ... ah ah+, 
Let us expand the determinant with respect o the row ahi I. 
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01 “’ 2 1 1 2 ‘.’ U] 
Ohi, 01 ‘.’ 2 1 
E’,= v f h+l .
,r, 
‘htl 
2 1 1 2 . . ; . . oh+, ( II h+l z, 
‘h+l “’ 2 1 
We obtain 
where i^ means omission. 
Each of the tableaux in this sum is left canonical and so it belongs to 
,L c M, (2.4), so clearly Z?, E I,. 
Let us now prove that I,, c 0, 2o M,. 
We proceed by induction in the following way. 
First we show that MOM, E 0, a M,, r adjacent to u. From this our 
claim will follow because of the next two facts: let Z?, be the symplectic 
canonical tableau of shape (T and let Z?, be the anticanonical symplectic 
tableaux of shape 1. 
(i) MOM, is generated over G by Z?, 8,. 
(ii) Z? 8, E C, z0 M,. 
We prove (ii) and leave (i) as a consequence of Lemma 3.2 which will be 
stated later. 
Take the double tableaux (Z ] .Z), where .Z is qbtained from the 
semicanonical tableaux (21 of shape u adding a box containing m, and Z is 
arbitrary. The space T in A generated by such tableaux has a filtration 
T 3 T, 2 T, 3 , Ti being the space of tableaux of shape aj, j > i. 
The straightening formula implies that at every step the only column 
index which can be lifted is at most m, so we pass from a shape u, to shapes 
at most ai, j > i. 
Therefore T has a basis of double standard tableaux of shape uj, j > 0. 
The elements of the above filtration are Q-modules and clearly Ti/Ti+ , is 
isomorphic to Aoi. 
So, by the linear reductivity of Sp, T = oiz, Ni, Ni ‘v Ami, and N, c M,!, 
where Moi is the relative isotopic component. 
But K, is invariant under CT+ = U&(k) X U-(n), where U&(k) is the 
subgroup of Sp(k) of upper triangular symplectic unipotents and U-(n) is 
the subgroup of Gf(n) of lower triangle unipotents, and spans M, over 
U- = U&(k) X U’(n), i.e., K is a maximal weight for M, and (2k 
minimal weight for M,. 
We get a surjective map 
M, 0 M, -+ M,M, 
n> a 
so the fact that Z?, Z?, generates M, M, follows from the following [: 21: 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a reductive group, A a Bore1 subgroup, U its 
unipotent radical, M, N, two irreducible submodules, u E M a maximal 
weight, v E N a minimal weight. Then u @ v E M @ N generates M @ N as a 
G-module. 
We conclude our dissertation by observing that 
COROLLARY 3.3. I, E I, if and only if (I 15. Moreover, if T is a set of 
Young diagrams with at most n columns and we define I(T) = BoET M,, 
then 
THEOREM 3.4. Z(T) is an ideal if and only if T satisfies the condition: 
aE Tand zla implies rE T. 
We therefore have obtained our classification of Sp(k) x Gl(n)-invariant 
ideals. 
4. IDEALS OF DIAGRAMS, PRIMARY IDEALS, 
PRIMARY DECOMPOSITION 
Throughout this section, dedicated to the arithmetic of G-invariant ideals, 
K is a field of characteristic 0. In view of Theorem 3.4, we set the following: 
DEFINITION 4.1. A set J of Young diagrams of gn columns is a D-ideal 
(diagrammatic ideal) if, given u E J and r 16, we have t E J. 
Such definition allows us to reformulate 3.4 as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. There is a l-l correspondence between D-ideals and G- 
invariant ideals of A given by 
J-I(J)= c M,cA, 
OEJ 
where J is a D-ideal, and 
for a G-invariant ideal I. 
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We now want to study properties of D-ideals analogous to those 
introduced usually in commutative algebra. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let J be a D-ideal. 
(1) JisprimeiforEJandr4JimpliesoEJ. 
(2) J is radical if u” E J implies u E J. 
(3) J is primary if u7 E J and 7 4 J implies u” E J. 
We recall from [2]: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. (1) J is prime iff it is the set of all diagrams having 
the first row of length >h, for some h, h < k (call this D-ideal J,,). 
(2) Given any D-ideal J, we have J”’ = J,, where h is the shortest 
length of the first row of a diagram in J. 
(3) If J”’ = J, , J is primary if and only if given u E J the diagram u 
obtained from u erasing all the rows of length <h is still in J. 
The G-ideal corresponding to J, is the determinantal ideal I,,; when useful, 
we will indicate by h the diagram with one row of length h. 
THEOREM 4.5. (11 J is prime lfl I(J) is prime. 
(2) The only radical G-invariant ideals are the 1,‘s. 
(3) I(J”‘) = (Z(J))“‘. 
(4) J is primary if and only if I(J) is primary. 
Proof. (1) and (2). The ideals I,, are prime, as we noted in Section 1. 
On the other hand, in that section we remarked that the only G-invariant 
varieties are the varieties of matrices of rank < h, for some h, so (1) and (2) 
follow from 4.4 and Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. 
(3) If u, 7 are diagrams and K,, K, are the corresponding canonical 
tableaux, we have K,, = K, K, , in particular (K,)“’ = K,, . 
Now u E J iff K, E I(J), so it is clear that I(J”2) E (I(J))1’2. 
But (Z(J))“’ c Z(J”2) is also clear, since any G-ideal J is generated over G 
by the tableaux K, belonging to J. 
(4) Assume Z(J) primary and (I(J))“* = Zj. 
If u7 E J and 7 & J”*, we have K,K, E I(J) and K, & (Z(J))“‘, hence by 
assumption K, E I(J) and u E J. 
Now assume J primary and Jj = J1’*. The set Z of zero divisors modulo 
Z(J) is a union of finitely many prime ideals. Since I(J) is G-invariant, the 
group G induces a group of permutations between these prime ideals. Now G 
has no finite quotients and so every one of these prime ideals must be G- 
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invariant. It follows from (2) that the set 2 coincides with a determinantal 
ideal I,, for some h ,< j. In order to show that Z(J) is primary, we must show 
that h = j. 
Suppose h < j. There exists u such that 152, c Z(J). Set q = (f E A ( jil4,~ 
Z(J)}; q is a G-invariant ideal and moreover q is not contained in Z(J). This 
implies that there exists a diagram r 6 .Z such that M, & q. On the other hand 
K,, = K,K, E Z(J), therefore cr7 E.Z. But as r @ J, it follows that 
u E J”’ - Ji. If so, Z,, is contained in Ij. But as h <!j, then h = j. 
We now study the primary decomposition. 
If we call a diagram rectangular of width k, when all its rows have length 
k, we can first remark the simple primary decomposition of I,. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. I, =I,, nZ,,n ... f3 I,,, where ui is the largest 
rectangular diagram with rows of length i contained in a. 
Then, mimicking 121, one can give a procedure to decompose a given G- 
invariant ideal I = z=, ZQi as intersection of G-invariant primary ideals. 
Let h be the least length of a row in the uj’s. Assume that 6, ,..., u( have a 
row (necessarily the last, of length h, and ur+, ,..., uk no such row. Let u, 
have the least number, p, of rows among o, ,..., 0,. 
Write o, = 5, h, where h is the diagram with only one row of length h. 
By induction we have constructed a primary decomposition by G-invariant 
ideals of 
I,, + i L, 
j=2 
being 
k 
z,, + T I,,=I’1)nl’2)n .‘. nP. 
Jr2 
Let Zcr+ ‘)= I, + C!- ]-(+, ZO,, where r is the rectangular table with p rows of 
length h. 
It follows easily that (Z(rt’))“2 = I, and I(“+ ‘) is primary. Clearly 
oI, ez,..., ut 3 r, because of the choice of cri. Hence Zcrf ‘) 1 Z and also 
n;:; Pbz. 
Now suppose Z, c nJ:i I”‘. Therefore 13 contains one of the tables 
o,, o2 ,..., ok and 1 contains also one of the tables r, o,, ,,,.., crk. If 1 contains 
one of the e2 ,..., ok then I,, c I, otherwise ,4 3 6, and 12 r, hence 12 cr. Thus 
again Z* c I. We conclude that 
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5. PRODUCTS OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS 
Recall that if u is a diagram with one row of length k, we indicate I, with 
I, and call it a determinantal ideal. 
If u is a diagram of shape k, > k, > > k, we set D, = I,, I,, I,, ‘. I,, . 
We now describe such ideals D, according to 3.4. K is a field of charac- 
teristic 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. D, = BraoM, = A,. Equivalent r > u if and only if 
D, c D,. 
By what we have seen in Section 2, A, is spanned by the double standard 
symplectic tableaux of shape r > u. Such tableaux of shape r > u are the 
generators of the ideal D,. Because of the form of the straightening law in 
the symplectic ase, A,, is an ideal, so A,, = CT)g D,, and it suffices to prove 
that A, E D, or, equivalently, that D, c D,, for r > u. 
This is obvious if u has only one row. 
If u has just two rows, we use 2.4 to write A, = Grao M,, where each M, 
is irreducible and contains K,. It thus suffices to show that K, E D,, and 
this is a consequence of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.2. If u is a diagram of <2 rows, and t > u, then the doubly 
canonical tableau K, is in D,. 
We postpone the proof of this lemma. Suppose now that u is arbitrary and 
r > u. We wish to show that D, 5 D,. 
For this purpose we may assume that u and t are adjacent in the > order. 
By Proposition 1.2 in [2] ui and ri differ for at most two values of i. Thus we 
may write u = ~a’ and r = xr’, with u’ a diagram of <2 rows. 
Since D, = D, . D,, and D, = D, D,, , the result follows from the case of 
two rows above. 
It remains to prove the lemma. Let us recall some facts from [2]. 
Fix a & x 2E matrix of indeterminates, Y = ( Yij) and consider the subspace 
T c K[ (Y,)] of degree two forms in the maximal minors [i, i, i[] of Y 
(Plucker coordinates) which are multilinear in the columns of Y. That is, T 
is the space spanned by products [i, i, .‘I ir][j, j, ... jE], where . . Z,12 “’ i, j, j, ‘. jr is a permutation of i, 2 ,..., 2L. 
Call G the set of all subsets with E elements of the set 1,2,3,..., 21;. If 
SE 6, S= (i I ,..., iF}, we associate to S an element {S} E T defined as 
follows: we reorder the elements of S so that i, < i, < ... < jr; afterward we 
set 
(~1 = (.-1)i1h+ + ix[i, i, i,] [ j, j, jr]. 
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Extending by linearity, we use this formula to define a linear map from the 
space C on the basis G to the space T. 
If S is a subset and S’ its complement, hen we have 
(S} = (-lr)(S). 
In [ 2] the following quadratic equation between Plucker coordinates is 
exhibited by using the auxiliary space C: 
5‘ 2 W2 ... j.A+l ... iF} = (-1)’ {i,i, “. iE} (*) 
Ii1 .iri~l ij i,l=@ 
To prove Lemma 5.2, we now specialize Y to the 1 X 2k matrix Y = (Xx), 
X a generic 5 x E matrix and - 
x,1 x1* “’ Xl/l 
x*, x** “’ x2, 
0 
X= 
1 . 
h 
/i-h 
h, E< min(k, n). 
That is, the first h columns of x are equal to the first h columns of X, and 
the last c-- h columns are equal to the last E - h columns of the identity 
matrix. Some of the maximal minors of Y are minors of X, and some vanish 
because of the repetition of columns. 
We apply (*) above to the product 
{E-l+ 1,/F-1+2 )...) I;, l)...) R-E)=*[1.2 )...) /7][/?+ I)...) 2/7], 
assuming &- I> h. We have that [ 1,2 ,..., 6][& + l,..., 2i] is equal to the 
sum of products of the form 
f [ 1, 2,..., E- 1, u,, u, )...) u,][/t- I+ l)..., k; U,+ ,,...‘U,], 
where u, , u2 ,..., up is a permutation of E + 1, k + 2 ,..., 2tC. 
The only non-zero terms are those in which all the ui’s, i = 1,2,..., 1, are 
greater than f + h, since the others are determinants of matrices with two 
columns repeated. After the specialization, we have 
(1) [I, 2 ,..., /?][/F+ l)..., 24 
=+(k ... 2 1 ] 1 2 ... 6). (h h- 1 ‘.. 2 1 / 1 2 ‘.. h) 
= *Km, 
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(2) The terms [l 2 ... E--/u, ... u,)&--lt 1 ... &,+, ... up] are 
products of a i- 1 minor of X times an h + 1 minor. 
As the above minors involve indeces <min(k, n), they are admissible 
minors, the tableaux involved are symplectic, not necessarily standard. 
Such relations (1) and (2) are formal in the indeterminates, o they are 
true on the variety M. Thus we get the conclusion of the lemma for the case 
s=(Rh), a=(&-I,h+I), with E-l>h; that is, the case r>a with 
5, + 52 = 0, + U?. 
Now if r is any partition >a, then there is a partition (T’ = (a’, , a;) such 
that s>u’?u and t,+r,=u’,+u;. 
The Laplace expansion of a minor in terms of products of smaller minors 
shows at once that u’ 2 u implies D,, C_ D,, so we have K, E D,, c D, as 
required. 
6. SYMBOLIC POWERS 
In this section we will assume, more generally, K to be an integral domain. 
We are going to describe, for each p > 1, and 1 < h < n, the ideal If’ of 
polynomials vanishing to order 2~ on the determinantal variety M,_ i, i.e., 
the pth symbolic power of the determinantal ideal I, in the sense described in 
171. 
Here we will determine the ideals If’ and the irredundant primary decom- 
position which can be made in terms of them of the ideals A,. If K is a field 
of characteristic 0, we get the irredundant primary decomposition of any 
product of determinantal ideals D,. 
Let first determine the ideals It’. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let k be an integral domain. Then 
(1) z)p’ is the linear span of all the double tableaux of shape u with 
y,,(u) > p; it thus has a K-free basis consisting of the double standard 
tableaux of those shapes. 
(2) If”= ~Yh(O~>P D,= CI:‘ZY+, .‘. I;‘-,pl, 
where the second sum extends over the sequences p, , p2 ,..., p, with pi > 0, 
h+l-<nand p1+2p,+..‘+lp,>p. 
Proof. For convenience, let Jh,p be defined as 
J,,, = c D,. 
WI(u) >P 
Working by induction on h, we will prove that Jh,p = I)p’, which is the 
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content of part (2). On the other hand, the ideal J,,, is clearly the span of the 
double tableaux of shape u with y,(a) >p; because of the straightening law, 
Jh,p admits as a basis the double standard tableaux of these shapes. This 
means that part (1) of the theorem follows from part (2). 
First we show that if h = 1, 1:’ = 1:. 
As usual, A = KIM] and we know that KIM] is generated as a graded K- 
algebra by the elements of degree 1 and I, = xi>, Air where 
K[Ml= pi,, Ai, A, = K. 
z;=fj VA, = c ( 1 Ai, “. Aip j:l tgl i il,....i,, 
il,...,ip>l 
Vice versa, we know that the map 
A, @ “. @A, +A, 
uyy 
s times 
is surjective, so 
A,=A, . ..A.. 
- 
5 times 
Therefore, by induction, A, = Ai, ... Aip with i, + ... + i, = s: as a matter 
of fact, 
A, = (A, ... A,) “. (A, ,,. A,) 
v_- 
it b 
so Cszp A, c I; and finally Cszp A, = I:, 
But I’f’) is a ,graded ideal, by definition, and so if x E I:“’ and x = C xi, 
with deg xi = i, deg x = h, we have that xi E I’f’. 
So let x E I?‘; we can suppose it is homogeneous. 
By definition, there exist y & I, such that +~y E 17. But if y 4 I,, then 
y=Cyiy yo#O,degyi=i. 
On the other hand, xy E 17, so xy = C xyi, as I: is homogeneous, Vi 
xyi E If, in particular xy,, E I: and as M is irreducible, xy, # 0. So 
deg xy, >p, but deg x = deg xy, so, as deg x >p, then x E I:, and I:“’ c I: 
and as by definition I?’ =) I:, we get Ii”’ = IT. 
Part (2) follows immediately. 
Now let k > 2. We prove (2) in this case. We claim that X,,,, is a non- 
zero divisor modulo J,,,. 
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For if Ti are double standard tableaux of shapes &I, then TiX,,,, is again 
double standard and has shape o”‘(l). But 
Y&“‘( 1)) = Yh(U”‘) + y/J( 1)) = y,&“‘) (h > 2) 
SO CC Ai ri) X2n.m E J,,, if and only if x Ai Ti E J,, , as required. 
Therefore XZn,m is a non-zero divisor modulo Jh,p. 
Now XZn,m & I,, since I,, is generated by homogeneous elements of degree 
h, so if X2,,,, where a zero divisor modulo I(/“, then there would exist an 
f ~2 Ijp’ such thatfl,,,, E rip’. 
So by definition there exists g 4 I, such that (fg) XZn,,, E 1;; but I, is 
prime, g and X,,,, @ I,, therefore gX2n,m @ I,, so f(g(X,,.,)) E Ii, so 
f EIP,, which gives a contradiction. 
so XZn,m is not a zero divisor modulo ZSp’. 
It thus sufftces to show that Zjp) = Jh,p after inverting XZn.,,. Over the ring 
K’ = K[X&t,] the generic matrix X = Xii of A4 can be transformed into a 
matrix X’ such that the matrix X” in the ‘following (*) is the generic matrix 
of the variety M’ of m - 1 isotropic vectors in a symplectic free modulo of 
rank 2n - 2. 
We proceed as follows. Define the matrix 
and call the inner matrix X”. 
Such matrix (*) is obtained as follows: 
X’ = AXB, 
(*I 
where A and B are respectively a symplectic and a linear matrix such that 
B= 
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where f is the 2n - 2 x 2n - 2 identity matrix and I the 2m - 2 x 2m - 2 
one. If 
then X;j = X, - Xi,X& Xzn,j. 
Set X” = (Xi,). X” is the generic point of the variety M’. Let 
K’=KK,,, ..‘X2n.m,X,,m,...,XZn-,,m,X~nirnl; 
then the above-defined transformation is a ring homomorphism 
F: K’[M’] -+ K[M][X,‘,] = A’ 
but setting F[X,,,i] = XZn,i, I < i < m and F[XiS,] = Xi,, for 1 < j,< 2m 
and P[&] =X;+ I,j, it follows that such homomorphism is onto. Moreover, 
we claim that it is an isomorphism: this follows from an easy and obvious 
computation. 
Now the ideal I,A’ is the ideal of K’ generated by the h-order minors of 
X’, or, equivalently, by the (h - I)-order minors of X”. So Jh.pA’ = JA-~, .p = 
by induction = IipJ, = Zjp’A’, and this completes the proof. 
We can now give the primary decomposition for the ideal A,. Recall that 
we write 6, for the length of the hth column of the diagram u. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let o be a diagram and suppose K is a domain. A 
primary decomposition for A, is given by 
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Such decomposition is irredundant if the intersection is restricted to those 
h for which either a’, > o’,, , or y,, + ,(a) < (n - h)(a’, + , - 1). 
If K is a field of characteristic 0, we know that A, = D,. 
Proof. From Theorem 6.1 follows that an ideal of the form nhEK I?“‘” 
has a basis of double standard tableaux of shape 5, with y,,(7) > y,(a), while 
A has as basis the set of double standard tableaux of shape 7 with 7 > o, that 
is, ~~(7) > ~~(0) for all h = l,..., n. 
Therefore 
The second statement of Theorem 6.2 is implied from the following 
combinatorial emma, the proof of which can be found in [2]. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let a be a diagram of at most n columns, and 1 an integer 
between 1 and n. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) a’ ,-, = 6, and yI+ ,(o) > (n - l>(a,+ 1 - 1). 
(2) (7lY,(7) 2 ?+@)I 2 {7lY,+,(7)>/Y,+l(a)1. 
(3) 171~,(7) > Y,(o)I 2 171~~(7) > Y&)I for all h f 1. 
If L is the set of indices l,..., n for which u doesn’t satisfy (l), then 
(7 1 7 > a} = (7 1 yh(7) > y,(u) for all u E L} 
but no smaller set L has this property. 
Finally, using the same arithmetic observation used in [2], we get the 
following: 
COROLLARY 6.4. Zf K is a field of characteristic 0, then the irredundant 
primary decomposition of a power of a determinantal ideal is given by 
p=z(P’,pP), ,,, 
J .I J-1 
nz’“-‘+“P’ 
I 3 
where I= max( 1, n - p(n - j)). 
7. INTEGRAL CLOSURES OF G-INVARIANT IDEALS 
In this section we will detect he integral closures of G-invariant ideals and 
prove a result about the integral closures of powers of these ideals. For this 
purpose, K is a field of characteristic 0. Informations about integral closures 
are important in algebraic geometry, because taking an integral closure 
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corresponds under certain conditions to completing a linear system. The 
main result is the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. The integral closure of I, is D,. 
ProoJ We first recall that in char 0, we proved in 5.1 that D, = A,, so, 
by Theorem 6.2, 
But this guarantees that D, is integrally closed. In fact, as the intersection 
of integrally closed ideals is integrally closed, one needs only to be sure that 
symbolic powers of prime ideals are integrally closed. Since I?’ is G- 
invariant, also Fi’, closure of ZLp’, is easily seen to be G-invariant. So it is 
sufficient to show that if K,, canonical tableau of shape u, is integral over 
lip’, then K, lies in ZIP’. 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exists n positive integer, such that Ki E (ZIP))“, 
Since (Zjp’)” c ZIP”’ and Kg = K,,, we have that y,(na) > np, but 
y&U) = ny,(o), thus y,(o) > p, and K, E 1:‘. 
Case 2. There is no such n such that KE E (I?‘)“. Thus in particular 
K, 6 Zip’, so y,,(o) < p. Since K, is integral over Iip’, there exists m positive 
integer and g, ,..., g,-,,giE(I(P’)i, such that P(K,)=Kz+ g,Kz-‘+... 
+ g,-,K,. 
Let us write P(K,) = Cs a, T,, where T, is standard for each s. Since 
(rlp’y c Iyy if r, is the shape of T,y, we have ~~(7,) > mp for each s. But 
K,m = K,, is standard and by our assumption Yh(mo) = mh(u) < mp. Thus 
there must exists 1 < i < m - 1 such that if we write giKL as a linear 
combination of standard tableaux, K,” appears in this linear combination. 
But since gi E (Zp’)’ c Iipi’, gi is a linear combination of standard tableaux 
i;, whose shape r; has yh(S;) >pi. 
This implies, using the straightening law, that the shape of any tableaux 
appearing with non-zero coefficients in the linear combination of standard 
tableaux expressing g,KE-‘, is > of the shape of ((n - i) u) t, for some r. Let 
iu be the shape of such tableau, and let ,u > (n - i) ut,. 
Then Yh@) > ?h[(b - i) 0) rrl > (n - i) Y&) + Yh(5r) > (n - i) vh(a) + Pi > 
cn - i) yh(u) + iyh(u) = nyh(u) = Yhb”). 
Thus ,U must be different from no, and this gives a contradiction. 
Thus D, is integrally closed. So now, in order to get our result, we have to 
show that pD is contained in the integral closure of I,; call it fO. This will 
give D, = I,. 
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Being I, G-invariant, it is obvious that f, is G-invariant too. So, in order 
to prove that D, c TV, it is sufftcient to show that every canonical tableaux 
in D, belongs to 7,. 
For the transitivity of the relation of integrality, we can reduce ourselves 
to the case in which r > (T and r is adjacent to u, i.e., there is no diagram 
between. 
So let r be obtained from u moving one box from the jth row to the ith 
row. In this case we claim that Kt E Zt this will finish the proof. As on the 
variety A4 the only nonvanishing tableaux have length at most k, 7 has rows 
of length at most k: as by hypothesis r is obtained from IS moving a box 
from the jth row to the ith row, if 1 is the length of the ith row zf u, 1 < k. 
So let us consider the two canonical tableaux Z??, and K, obtained 
applying on tke left (resp. righg part of K, the transposition (h, k + 1) E I,. 
Clearly R,, K, E I,, so R, Z?, E Zi. 
Now let us concentrate our attention on the rows of Z?*i?, coming from 
the ith and jth row of R, and 8, and let 
k k-1 . h-l “’ 3 2 
kfl h-l “’ 3 2 
/$I = (A 1 B) = i 
k+l k h+1 h-l ... 3 2 
h h-l ..’ 3 2 
1 1 2 ..’ h-l h+l 
112...h-l h 
1 1 2 ‘.’ 
1 1 2 ‘.. h-l k+l 
..k k+l 
k-l k ’ 
for h < t < k, 
k t+l k+l t-l h-l .‘. 2 1 
t h-l .” 2 1 
k+ 1 k h+l h-l 2 1 B ’ __, ... 
h h-l ... 2 1 
! 
1 / 
h+l<r<k+l, 
i 
k ‘.’ 2 1 
k+l h-l ‘.. 2 1 
@= k+l .., r+l h r-l h+l h-l 2 1 B ’ ... 
r h-l .” 2 1 
48l:hhi2-I5 
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h<t<k,h+l<r<k+l, 
k “. t+l k+l t-l h-l ‘.. 1 
t h-l .‘. 1 
k+l ... r+l h r-l h+l h-l .‘. 1 
B 
’ 
r h-l ..’ 1 
k+l k 1 1 . . . k k+l 
h-1 1 1 . . h-1 
= k+l k h+l h-l ... 1 1 ... k 9 
h h-1 1 1 .._ h-1 k+l 
k+l k “’ 2 1 
b= h-l 
.” 
2 1 
k+l ... r+l h r-l h+l h-l .‘I 2 1 
B, 
’ 
r -l ...   i 
1 1 “’ k+l 
h-1 . 1 1 h-1 
1 1 k+ 1 
h-1 . 1 1 . h-1 
(note that even if we are in the symplectic case, there is no need of repeating 
the rows, because such tableaux involve indices <k). Now denote by 
“‘<~,~J, (r)(K Z? )(‘) the tableaux obtained from K, * >,Jy substituting the 
four rows ,,a Giti +z, p, (of course if r = k, (r’I?J?‘D = I?,i?,). These 
tableaux are still in Zt since their right side is unchanged with respect to 
w,Z?, and so they can be expressed as a product of a canonical tableau of 
shape u times a tableau of shape (T obtained from a canonical tableau by 
acting on the right with the column transposition (h, k + 1). 
Let us define K by 
R,l?, = K,a; 
now the following relations proved in [ 2 1, 
(1) (rK7K7 = Ch<,<k f (r)(Z?of?,)(f’ f Z?,.b, h < r < k + 1, 
(2) Khb=L+,<r<k+, *K,b*j% 
are true also on the variety M. From such relations it follows that 
&=K;, 
therefore Kf E I:, and we are done. 
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We can now classify all integrally closed ideals. Let us associate to each 
tableau, with even rows, the point of a space of dimension R’, t = min(k, n) 
with coordinates y,(a), i odd. Given a set of Young diagrams, we define Jh to 
be the set of diagrams 0 such that for the corresponding point y(a) there 
exists a convex linear combination y of points y(r) for t E J and y(o) > y. 
So we obtain, as in 121, the following: 
THEOREM 7.2. The integral closure of the ideal CoEJ I, is 
LP D, = @,,r M,. 
The proof is the same as the one given in [2] due to Theorem 7.1. Thus we 
have described the complete classification of integrally closed ideals. 
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